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Homonationalism is a relatively new term. It refers to current problematic tendencies within “Western” 
LGTB communities. These tendencies lead to an exclusively national and white understanding of the 
LGTB community and its struggle. This struggle is then framed as a struggle against the homophobic, 
racially constructed “Other” who is presented as naturally backward. This “Other” is produced as either 
a threat, or tolerated through assimilation but ever equal. This then commands a securitization of the 
nation’s borders that now includes the gay emancipatory agenda. This “Other” is produced as always 
already heterosexual, but never equal when it comes to rights of citizenship.

The contemporary struggle against homophobia often fails to integrate larger struggles against 
exclusion of minorities. It also presents a very mainstream and heteronormative image of the gay 
community. Moreover, both on the left and right, LGTB people identify themselves increasingly with a 
national imaginary “protecting” them against “homophobic intruders”. In the Netherlands this becomes 
obvious when the majority of GayKrant readers (a popular Dutch, mostly white, gay male magazine) 
announces that they will vote for Geert Wilder’s racist PVV. Homonationalism is not simply a synonym 
for gay racism and conservatism. The LGTB community is positioning itself here in relation to the 
supremacy of the nation, realigning themselves with it. Homosexuality then becomes exceptionally 
white. Homonationalism is part and parcel of the larger phenomena of queer liberal politics, 
homonormativity and unequal globalization. Jasbir Puar in her work Terrorist Assemblages: 
Homonationalism in Queer Times develops an understanding and critique of homonationalism as a 
neoliberal phenomenon. She argues that homonationalism caters a single- issue identity politics (LGTB 
emancipation as a separate issue) that marginalizes and obliterates the presence of often racially 
constructed others. Homonationalism is the process where one image of homosexuality as accepted 
within the nation becomes universal. Puar calls this sexual exceptionalism. This image regulates what 
and who can become queer. This management of LGTB bodies presents the “queer model” as 
exceptionally white and therefore universal.

Homosexuals (not homosexuality) increasingly (often willingly) become part of nationalist formations. 
They are no longer excluded from nationalist formations of belonging and pose themselves as images 
of progression and modernity explained through the nation and through capital. These images are 
actively used to disqualify and segregate racial, sexual and economic others from the national 
imaginary. Queer thus becomes a regulatory project that produces an image of the progressive and 
normative national citizen against the migrant or racially constructed other (Puar 2007). These 
constructions determine who can belong to the nation and who is constructed as a threat.
[...]
We are not denying that attention to LGTB-issues in any government are important, but by critiquing 
homonationalism we want to challenge the structures of the attention these issues merit and ask which 
bodies get which kind of attention and who do not get paid attention to at all? The “Dutch model” is 
unproblematically presented as the only model and has no sensibility for alternative understandings of 
minority politics and articulations of sexuality. This model is based on white gay homonationalist men 
and actively excludes lesbians as a gendered identity, queer people of color, and transpeople (Wekker 
2009).

Contemporary representations of homosexuals and LGTB-issues in the Netherlands increasingly 
depend on these imaginaries to shape their political strategies. These imaginaries perpetuate the 



segregation of minorities and moreover colonize the debate on queer issues amongst migrants and 
queer people of color. Big LGTB organizations who are in charge of the funding demand an 
assimilationist politics that does not have an eye for alternative articulations of queerness that do not fit 
the standard “coming-out” model. These assimilationist politics can be seen in an imperial light where 
those who struggle need to be helped and saved by the more enlightened Dutch model of “universal” 
LGTB emancipation.

The current Dutch government increases its control over LGTB emancipation by presenting 
homophobia as a foreign problem. It thus presents the LGTB community within an “us” versus “them” 
schema as part of the nation’s “us.” The government coalition of VVD, CDA and the tolerating vote of 
Geert Wilder’s PVV redistribute Pim Fortuyn’s representation of Islam, Arabness and migrants as 
backward and dangerous to the emancipation of LGTB’s and women. Moreover the “representative” 
organization of the Dutch LGTB community, the COC, unanimously supported the one paragraph in 
the new government’s coalition that said they would fight homophobia. The COC did this without 
calling out the government on their discriminatory laws and paragraphs in the new coalition. The COC 
states it is not a political organization and these broader issues are not part of their agenda. They are 
there to lobby for and protect gay rights. QueerIntersectional wants to call the COC out on their 
harmful politics concealed under the veil of a-politicality. The COC is doing politics, whether they 
want to or not. And we challenge them to address these political issues and to look for an intersectional 
approach to the oppression of minorities.
[...]
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